
Solar 250 LED

The OPTI Solar 250 LED is the world’s best 

analogue projector. Operating on an ‘active gate’ 

wireless system (the only wire being the mains 

cable), OPTI Kinetics rotators no longer have 

fiddly cables that need to be plugged into the side 

of projectors.

The upgraded OPTI Solar 250 projector accepts 

all 6” and 9” (Max) effect wheels and can be used 

with a range of accessories to enhance your 

specialist lighting effect. The simplicity of the OPTI 

Solar 250 LED allows users to innovatively create 

effects that are appropriate for any environment. 

The projector is suitable for multiple corporate, 

healthcare and entertainment applications and 

has been engineered to operate silently and 

efficiently that requires little maintenance. 

Designed and manufactured in the UK by OPTI 

Kinetics, the extended warranty from 1 to 3 years* 

on its professional lighting projectors is a mark of 

assurance that OPTI Kinetics projectors are 

manufactured to the very highest specification.

*subject to completing a guarantee form

Technical Information

NAME: OPTI Solar 250 LED

367mm long (without lens) x 133mm wide x 102mm deep
(228mm deep with hanging bracket)

3 Element 85mm f2.8 42.5mm Helical Focus Groove

3.2kg

220 - 240V~ or 110 - 120V~50/60Hz

62 Watts maximum

500mA maximum

40W LED Module

Average 100,000+ hours useful life

850 lumens (on screen)

4000° K

Tubeaxial fan

Overall size:

Weight:

Standard lens: 

Mains voltage:

Power consumption:

12V~ output current:

Light source:

LED module life:

Total light output:

Color temperature:

Cooling:

“OPTI Kinetics’ projectors are fantastic quality products that 
I recommend to all my customers. The OPTI Solar 250 LED 
projectors were recently installed in Mumbai Airport to 
create a moving water effect and the effect is amazing.”
David Gilbey founder of EPOS and an international project 
specialist

External Control inputs: Require 1/4” Mono or Stereo Jack Plugs
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